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PHASE TRANSITIONS FOR GEODESIC FLOWS AND THE
GEOMETRIC POTENTIAL
ANIBAL VELOZO
Abstract. In this paper we study the phenomenon of phase transitions for
the geodesic flow on some geometrically finite negatively curved manifolds. We
define a class of potentials going slowly to zero through the cusps of M for
which the pressure map exhibits a phase transition. By a careful choice of the
metric at the cusp we construct a geometrically finite manifold for which the
geometric potential (or unstable Jacobian) exhibits a phase transition. Our
results apply, in particular, to the geodesic flow on an M -puncture sphere, for
every M ě 3, and a suitable choice of Riemannian metric.
1. Introduction
The study of phase transitions is a central topic in statistical mechanics (see
[R2], [Geo]). As a result of external conditions certain properties of our medium
might change dramatically, and often discontinuously. A classical example of phase
transition is the passage between the solid, liquid and gaseous phases of matter, due
to a continuous increase of temperature. From a mathematical standpoint phase
transitions are strongly related to the regularity, or more precisely, to the lack of
regularity of the thermodynamic free energy as a function of other thermodynamical
variables. This is usually called the Ehrenfest classification of phase transitions
(for a historical discussion see [Jae]). Thermodynamic formalism, as a subject
of dynamical systems, is a mathematical theory inspired by statistical mechanics.
This theory has had a considerable impact on the study of the ergodic theory
of hyperbolic differentiable dynamical systems (see [Sin], [R1], [B4]). It is in this
framework that we will investigate the existence of phase transitions for the geodesic
flow on some negatively curved manifolds.
Before explaining our results–and their motivation–let us introduce some nota-
tion. Let pM, gq be a complete pinched negatively curved manifold, and denote by
pgtqtPR the geodesic flow on the unit tangent bundle T
1M . In this paper we will
constantly refer to real valued functions with domain T 1M as ‘potentials’; this is
a standard convention in thermodynamic formalism. The topological pressure of a
potential F is the quantity
P pF q “ sup
µPMpgq
thµpgq `
ż
Fdµu,
where the supremum runs over the space of invariant probability measures of the
geodesic flow, which we denote by Mpgq (for precise definitions see Section 2).
An invariant probability measure satisfying P pF q “ hµpgq `
ş
Fdµ, is called an
equilibrium state for the potential F . We refer to the map t ÞÑ P ptF q as the pressure
map of the potential F . In this context the parameter t is interpreted as the inverse
of the temperature and the thermodynamic free energy is the quantity P ptF q (for
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a complete discussion about this interpretation we refer the reader to [R1]). Since
for the geodesic flow on non-compact manifolds the regularity of the pressure map
is not well understood (our best result on the regularity of the pressure is Theorem
10), we will use a more qualitative notion of phase transition (see Definition 13).
We emphasize that the potentials for which we will describe phase transitions
are Ho¨lder continuous. We remark that in the compact case Ho¨lder potentials can
not develop phase transitions. By the work of Bowen [B2] and Ratner [Rat], we
know that the geodesic flow on a compact negatively curved manifold can be mod-
elled as a suspension flow over a shift of finite type. As a consequence we obtain
that the pressure map of a Ho¨lder potential is real analytic, and that every Ho¨lder
potential has a unique equilibrium state (for a complete discussion we refer the
reader to [B2], [B4] and [R2]). In the context of symbolic dynamics the study of
phase transitions has a long story. In this situation a phase transition is under-
stood as a time t where the pressure map has discontinuous first, or some higher
derivative. For shifts of finite type and non-Ho¨lder potentials phase transitions
were constructed in [Hof] and [Lop]. For countable Markov shifts phase transitions
have been extensively studied by Sarig (see [S1], [S2] and [S4]). Based on the work
of Sarig, phase transitions have also been studied for some interval maps (see for
instance [PZ], [BI], [IT1], [IT2]). For suspension flows over countable Markov shifts
phase transitions have been studied in [IJ]. It worth pointing out that for suspen-
sion flows over countable Markov shifts it is possible to construct phase transitions
even when the shift map satisfies the BIP property (see [IJ, Theorem 4.1]). Sarig
proved that on a countable Markov shift satisfying the BIP property, the pressure
map of a locally Ho¨lder potential is real analytic whenever finite (see [S3, Corollary
4]). This is an significant difference between the thermodynamic formalism of the
suspension flow and the shift map. The phase transitions constructed in this paper
exhibit a similar behaviour to those from [IJ]. Phase transitions for quadratic-like
maps have been extensively studied in [CR1], [CR2], [CR3] and [CR4]. In this body
of work Coronel and Rivera-Letelier also constructed quadratic-like maps having
sensitive dependence of the geometric potential at zero and positive temperature.
Sensitive dependence is an interesting phenomenon that has not been studied for
the geodesic flow.
In this paper we will construct a family of geometrically finite manifolds (see
Definition 5) for which it is possible to construct potentials that exhibit phase
transitions. The philosophy behind our construction of phase transitions is very
simple: if a potential decays very slowly to zero through the cusps of our manifold,
then it is likely to develop a phase transition. A similar principle was used in
the construction of phase transitions for Pomeu-Manneville maps (see [PM], [Lop],
[S2]). The class of potentials vanishing at infinity is denoted by C0pT
1Mq; those
are potentials that tend to zero at infinity (see Definition 10). In this paper we
will define the family of strongly positive recurrent potentials (SPR potentials for
short, see Definition 12). SPR potentials in C0pT
1Mq admit an equilibrium state
(see Theorem 9), and we can compute the first derivative of the pressure map
(assuming that our potential is Ho¨lder continuous) for a large class of directions
(see Theorem 10). One of the main goals of this paper is to prove the following
result.
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Theorem 1 (=Theorem 12). There exists a geometrically finite manifold M for
which it is possible to construct a non-negative Ho¨lder potentials F such the the
following holds. There exists a constant tF P r´1, 0q for which
(1) The potential tF is strongly positive recurrent for t ą tF .
(2) The potential tF does not have an equilibrium state for t ă tF . The pressure
map is constant in the interval p´8, tF q.
In other words, the pressure map of F exhibits a phase transition at t “ tF . More-
over, the pressure map is differentiable in p´8, tF q Y ptF ,8q. With respect to the
behaviour at t “ tF we have two possibilities:
(4) If the potential tFF does not have an equilibrium state, then the pressure
map is differentiable everywhere.
(5) If tFF has an equilibrium state, then the pressure map is not differentiable
at t “ tF .
The potential constructed in Theorem 1 goes slowly to zero through the cusp of
M (see Definition 14). We remark that in Theorem 1 the manifoldM can be chosen
to be hyperbolic of any dimension greater or equal to two. This result should be
compared with the phase transitions described in [S2, Theorem 5] for the renewal
shift, and in [IJ] for suspension flows; we have a very similar description of the
pressure map. We would like to emphasize that phase transitions for the geodesic
flow have been previously constructed in [IJ] and [IRV] by symbolic methods (for
the modular surface and extended Schottky manifolds resp.). Our method is more
geometric, and we do not use any symbolic model. An advantage of our approach
is that we can incorporate the geometric potential (after some normalization) to
the family of potentials exhibiting phase transitions. The following result will be
proven in Section 5.
Theorem 2 (=Theorem 13). There exists an extended Schottky manifold for which
the geodesic flow has a measure of maximal entropy and the geometric potential
exhibits a phase transition.
The family of extended Schottky manifolds is defined in Section 2.3. Theorem
2 is achieved by a careful modification of the metric at the cusp of a hyperbolic
manifold. The main difficulty of this construction is that we can not modify the
geometric potential without modifying the entire Poincare´ series that determines
the pressure. Our construction is motivated by the work of Peigne´ in [Pei].
Remark 1. In Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 the manifold M can be assumed to be
homeomorphic to a k-punctured sphere, for any k ě 3. In both cases exactly one
puncture is a cusp. In Theorem 1 we can moreover assume that the metric on M
is hyperbolic. In Theorem 2 the metric is hyperbolic away from a neighborhood of
the cusp.
Acknowledgements. The author would like to thanks to his advisor G. Tian for
his constant support and encouragements. We would also like to thank F. Riquelme
for useful comments at an early stage of this work, F. Lin for useful comments on
how to improve the aesthetics of the paper, Y. Pesin for telling us about his joint
work [PZ], and G. Iommi for telling us about the idea behind phase transitions
constructed for Pomeu-Manneville maps.
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2. Preliminaries
In this paper pM, gq will always be a complete Riemannian manifold. We define
the unit tangent bundle of M as T 1M “ tv P TM : ||v||g “ 1u. Since pM, gq
is complete, the geodesic flow on T 1M is well defined for all times; we denote
it by pgtqtPR. From now on, whenever we say ‘measure’, we really mean ‘non-
negative Borel measure on T 1M ’. The Riemannian metric g makesM into a metric
space, the induced distance function (shortest path distance) is denoted by d. Let
π : T 1M ÑM be the canonical projection. We define a metric on T 1M–which we
still denote by d–in the following way
dpx, yq “ max
tPr0,1s
dpπgtpxq, πgtpyqq,(1)
for every x, y P T 1M . We emphasize that this is the metric used in all the state-
ment about the geodesic flow (but other possible candidates of metrics are usually
uniformly equivalent to d, at least in the pinched negatively curved case).
Definition 1. The space of invariant probability measures of the geodesic flow
is denoted by Mpgq. Given µ P Mpgq, we denote by hµpgq the measure theoretic
entropy of the measure µ under the map g1 (the time one map of the geodesic flow).
The mass of a measure µ is the number µpT 1Mq, and it is denoted by |µ|. We
say that a sequence of measures pµnqn converges vaguely to µ if for every compactly
supported continuous potential G we have that
lim
nÑ8
ż
Gdµn “
ż
Gdµ.
We emphasize that a sequence of invariant probability measures can converges
vaguely to a sub-probability measure, in other words, a sequence of probability
measures can lose mass. An important fact about the vague topology is that every
sequence of invariant probability measures has a subsequence that converges in the
vague topology (this follows from the locally compactness of T 1M). In this paper
we will use the notation ||F ||0 to denote the supremum norm of a potential F , more
precisely
||F ||0 “ sup
xPT 1M
|F pxq|.
2.1. Structure of negatively curved manifolds. From now on we will assume
that pM, gq is a complete Riemannian manifold of negative sectional curvature.
We will moreover assume that Kg P r´a,´bs, for some a, b ą 0, where Kg is the
sectional curvature of M . We refer to a manifold satisfying those properties as a
pinched negatively curved manifold.
The universal cover ofM is denoted by ĂM . The space ĂM has a natural compact-
ification, the so-called Gromov compactification. As with any compactification, we
will add a ‘boundary’ to ĂM , this is the visual boundary B8ĂM . The space ĂMYB8ĂM
is called the Gromov compactification of ĂM and it is homeomorphic to a closed ball.
We remark that using the ball model of hyperbolic space we can identify this com-
pactification with the round unit ball; this is the picture we will have in mind even
if the curvature is not constant.
We denote by IsopĂMq the group of isometries on ĂM . It is well known that every
isometry of ĂM extends to a homeomorphism of B8ĂM and that the fundamental
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group of M acts (via Deck transformations) isometrically, freely and discontinu-
ously on ĂM . We identify π1pMq with a subgroup Γ ă IsopĂMq. In this context
there is a complete classification of the elements of IsopĂMq: an isometry can be
elliptic, hyperbolic or parabolic. An elliptic isometry fixes a point in ĂM ; this type
of isometry will not be presented in Γ since M is a manifold. A hyperbolic isom-
etry fixes (pointwise) exactly two points at infinity. The geodesic connecting the
fixed points is called the axis of the hyperbolic isometry. The axis of a hyperbolic
isometry in Γ will descend to a closed geodesic on M . A parabolic isometry fixes
exactly one point at infinity. Parabolic subgroups will be important when studying
geometrically finite manifolds, they are defined as follows:
Definition 2. A parabolic subgroup of IsopĂMq is a group of isometries where
each element is parabolic, and they all fix the same point at infinity. A maximal
parabolic subgroup of Γ is a parabolic subgroup that is not strictly contained in
another parabolic subgroup of Γ.
Definition 3. The limit set of Γ, which we denote by LpΓq, is the set of accumu-
lation points in B8ĂM of the orbit of a point x P ĂM under Γ. The conical limit set,
denoted by LcpΓq, is the set of points ξ P B8ĂM such that there exists a sequence of
translates of x P ĂM under Γ which converges to ξ while staying at bounded distance
from a geodesic ray ending at ξ.
In this paper π1pMq “ Γ will always be non-elementary, in other words it is not
generated by one hyperbolic element, nor a parabolic subgroup (see [Bow] for several
characterizations of this property). In this case we can relate the non-wandering
set of the geodesic flow with the limit set of Γ. Let Ω Ă T 1M be the non-wandering
set of the geodesic flow. We start by recalling the Hopf’s parametrization of T 1ĂM .
The unit tangent bundle of ĂM is identified with
T 1ĂM “ pB8ĂM ˆ B8ĂMqz(Diagonal)ˆ R,
via Hopf’s coordinates by sending each vector v˜ P T 1ĂM to pv´, v`, bv`po, πpv˜qqq.
Here v´ and v` are respectively the negative and positive ends at infinity of the
oriented geodesic line determined by v˜ in ĂM , and bv`po, πpv˜qq is the Busemann
function defined for x, y P ĂM and ξ P B8ĂM as
bξpx, yq “ lim
tÑ8
dpx, ξtq ´ dpy, ξtq,
where t ÞÑ ξt is any geodesic ray ending at ξ. Under this identification, the geodesic
flow acts by translation in the third coordinate. The non-wandering set of T 1M
corresponds to the projection of pLpΓqˆLpΓqzpDiagonalqqˆR to T 1M (see [Ebe]).
Fix a reference point x0 P ĂM . A set of the form
Bξprq “ tx P ĂM : bξpx0, xq ě ru,(2)
is called a (closed) horoball center at ξ. We say that ξ is the base point of the
horoball Bξprq. We now proceed to define the important class of geometrically
finite manifolds.
Definition 4. A point p P B8ĂM is a bounded parabolic fixed point of Γ if the
maximal parabolic subgroup of Γ fixing p acts cocompactly in LpΓqztpu.
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Definition 5 (Geometrically finite manifolds). We say that Γ ă IsopĂM q is geo-
metrically finite if every point in LpΓq is a conical point or bounded parabolic. We
say that M is geometrically finite if π1pMq is geometrically finite.
Remark 2 (Bowditch description of geometrically finite manifolds). It follows from
[Bow] that the non-compact part of the non-wandering set of the geodesic flow (on
a geometrically finite manifold) go through the cusps of T 1M and that each cusp
is standard, i.e. the quotient of a horoball by the action of the maximal parabolic
subgroup of π1pMq fixing the base point of the horoball. Moreover, π1pMq has
a finite number of non-conjugate maximal parabolic subgroups (finite number of
cusps).
2.2. Thermodynamic formalism. We start with the definition of the topological
pressure of a potential.
Definition 6 (Topological pressure). Let F : T 1M Ñ R be a continuous potential.
We define the topological pressure of F as
P pF q “ sup
µPMpgq
thµpgq `
ż
Fdµu.
An invariant probability measure satisfying P pF q “ hµpgq `
ş
Fdµ, is called an
equilibrium state for the potential F . For compact dynamical systems there is a
well known relation–the variational principle–between the topological pressure of a
continuous potential and a weighted version of the topological entropy (see [Wal]).
It turns out that the topological pressure of a Ho¨lder potential has a nice char-
acterization in terms of some critical exponent. Moreover, with Ho¨lder regularity
there exists at most one equilibrium state. Before making precise those results we
start with some notation. Given two points x, y P ĂM , we denote by rx, ys the ori-
ented geodesic segment starting at x and ending at y. For a function G : T 1ĂM Ñ R,
we use the notation
şy
x
G to represent the integral of G over the tangent vectors
to the path rx, ys (in direction from x to y). Given a potential F : T 1M Ñ R,
we denote by rF : T 1ĂM Ñ R the function rF “ F ˝ p, where p is the canonical
projection p : T 1ĂM Ñ T 1M . The following definition was introduced in [PPS] (a
similar definition was used earlier in [Cou]).
Definition 7. Let F be a continuous potential and rF its lift to T 1ĂM . Define the
Poincare´ series associated to pΓ, F q based at z P ĂM as
P ps, F q “
ÿ
γPΓ
exp
ˆż γz
z
p rF ´ sq˙.
The critical exponent of pΓ, F q is
δFΓ “ infts | P ps, F q is finiteu.
We say that the pair pΓ, F q is of convergence type if P pδF
Γ
, F q ă 8, in other words,
the Poincare´ series converges at its critical exponent. Otherwise we say pΓ, F q is
of divergence type.
We use the notation δΓ to denote the critical exponent of pΓ, 0q, where 0 is
the zero potential. If F is a Ho¨lder potential, then the critical exponent does not
depend on the base point z. We also remark that if F is bounded, then δF
Γ
is finite.
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A general procedure due to S. Patterson [Pat] and D. Sullivan [Sul] associates to
Γ a family of conformal measures on B8ĂM of exponent δΓ, the so-called Patterson-
Sullivan conformal measures of Γ. Similar to the construction of the Patterson-
Sullivan conformal measures, we can associate to the pair pΓ, F q a family of Pat-
terson densities. We briefly recall this procedure (which generalizes the Patterson-
Sullivan construction to include Ho¨lder potentials). A Patterson density of dimen-
sion δ for pΓ, F q is a family of finite Borel measures pσxqxPĂM on B8ĂM , such that,
for every γ P Γ, for all x, y P ĂM and for every ξ P B8ĂM we have
γ˚σx “ σγx and
dσx
dσy
pξq “ e´CF´δ,ξpx,yq,
where CF,ξpx, yq is the Gibbs cocycle defined as
CF,ξpx, yq “ lim
tÑ8
ż ξt
y
rF ´ ż ξt
x
rF ,
for any geodesic ray t ÞÑ ξt ending at ξ. The limit in the definition of the Gibbs
cocycle always exists because the manifold has negative curvature and the potential
is Ho¨lder continuous. If δF
Γ
ă 8, then there exists at least one Patterson density
of dimension δF
Γ
for pΓ, F q, which support lies in the limit set LpΓq of Γ (see [PPS,
Proposition 3.9]). If pΓ, F q is of divergence type then there is an unique Patterson-
Sullivan density of dimension δF
Γ
(see [PPS, Corollary 5.12]). For now on assume
that δF
Γ
ă 8, and let pσxqxPĂM be a Patterson density of dimension δFΓ . Denote by
pσιxqxPĂM the Patterson density of dimension δFΓ for pΓ, F ˝ ιq, where ι is the flip
isometry map v ÞÑ ´v on T 1ĂM . Using the Hopf parametrisation v ÞÑ pv´, v`, tq
with respect to a base point o P ĂM , the measure
dm˜pvq “ e
C
F˝ι´δF
Γ
,v´
px0,πpvqq`CF´δF
Γ
,v`
px0,πpvqq
dσιopv´qdσopv`qdt,
is independent of o P ĂM , Γ-invariant and invariant by the geodesic flow. This
induces a measure m on T 1M called the Gibbs measure associated to the Patterson
density pσxqxPĂM . If pΓ, F q is of divergence type this construction is unique and we
refer to the resulting measure as the Gibbs measure associated to F . A fundamental
property of mF is that, whenever finite (and after a normalization to make it a
probability measure) it is the unique equilibrium state for the potential F . For
F “ 0 this construction gives us the so-called Bowen-Margulis measure, which we
denote by mBM . Finally we state one of the main results in [PPS], which is a
crucial input in this work.
Theorem 3. [PPS, Theorem 2.3] Let F be a bounded Ho¨lder potential. Then
P pF q “ δFΓ .
Moreover, if there exists a finite Gibbs measure mF for pΓ, F q, then mF {||mF || is
the unique equilibrium state of F . Otherwise there is not equilibrium state.
We remark that this result was obtained by Otal and Peigne in the case F “ 0
(see [OP]). The proof of Theorem 3 follows very closely the proof of [OP, Theorem
1]. If F “ 0 this is simply saying that if the Bowen-Margulis measure is finite, then
its normalization mBM {||mBM || is the measure of maximal entropy of the geodesic
flow. Otherwise there is not measure of maximal entropy. It worth mentioning
that in the compact case this measure was constructed in two different ways by
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Bowen [B1] and Margulis [Mar]. Later on Bowen [B3] proved the uniqueness of the
measure of maximal entropy (in the compact case), so both constructions coincide.
We will briefly discuss under what assumptions a Ho¨lder potential admits an
equilibrium state, in other words, when we can ensure that the Gibbs measure mF
is finite. From now on we will assume thatM is geometrically finite. In this case we
have a finite number of non-conjugate maximal parabolic subgroups (see Remark
2). Each maximal parabolic P defines a critical exponent δF
P
(see Definition 7).
The following result was proved in [DOP] for the case F “ 0, and later extended by
Coudene in [Cou] for his definition of critical exponent. For a proof of the version
stated here we refer the reader to [RV, Theorem 2.12].
Theorem 4. Let M be a geometrically finite manifold and F a Ho¨lder potential.
Assume that pP , F q is of divergence type for a parabolic subgroup P of π1pMq. Then
δF
P
ă δF
Γ
.
The next two results were also proved in [DOP] for F “ 0, but later generalized to
include Ho¨lder potentials (see [PPS, Theorem 8.3] and [PPS, Corollary 8.6] resp.).
Theorem 5. Assume that δF
Γ
is finite, and that Γ is geometrically finite with pΓ, F q
of divergence type. Then the Gibbs measure mF is finite if and only if for every
maximal parabolic subgroup P we have that the sumÿ
pPP
dpx, pxq exp
ˆż px
x
rF ´ δFΓ˙,
converges.
Theorem 6. Let M be a geometrically finite manifold and F a bounded Ho¨lder
potential. If δF
P
ă δF
Γ
for every parabolic subgroup P of π1pMq, then the Gibbs
measure of F is finite.
We finish this section with a definition that we will constantly use in this paper.
If G is a group, we will use the notation G˚ to denote Gztidu.
Definition 8 (Groups in Schottky position). Let F1 and F2 be discrete, torsion
free subgroups of IsopĂMq. We say that F1 and F2 are in Schottky position if there
exist disjoint closed subsets UF1 and UF2 of B8ĂM such that F˚1 pB8ĂMzUF1q Ă UF1
and F˚
2
pB8ĂMzUF2q Ă UF2 .
2.3. Extended Schottky groups. Let N1, N2 be two non-negative integers such
that N1 `N2 ě 2 and N2 ě 1. Consider N1 hyperbolic isometries h1, ..., hN1 and
N2 parabolic ones p1, ..., pN2 satisfying the following conditions:
(1) For 1 ď i ď N1 there exists a compact neighbourhood Chi of the attracting
point ξhi of hi and a compact neighbourhood Ch´1i
of the repelling point
ξh´i
of hi, such that
hipBĂMzCh´1i q Ă Chi .
(2) For 1 ď i ď N2 there exists a compact neighbourhood Cpi of the unique
fixed point ξpi of pi, such that
@n P Z˚ pni pB
ĂMzCpiq Ă Cpi .
(3) The 2N1 `N2 neighbourhoods introduced in p1q and p2q are pairwise dis-
joint.
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(4) The elementary parabolic groups xpiy, for 1 ď i ď N2, are of divergence
type.
The group Γ “ă h1, ..., hN1 , p1, ..., pN2 ą is a non-elementary free group which
acts properly discontinuously and freely on M (see [DP, Corollary II.2]). Such
a group Γ is called an extended Schottky group. It is proven in [DP] that it is a
geometrically finite group. Note that if N2 “ 0, then the group Γ only contains
hyperbolic elements; in this case Γ is a classical Schottky group and its geometric
and dynamical properties are well understood.
2.4. The Geometric potential. We briefly recall the construction of the geomet-
ric potential of T 1M . Pick a reference point x0 P ĂM . For every ξ P B8ĂM and s P R
we have a horoball Bξpsq (see equation (2)). The family tBBξpsqusPR foliates ĂM by
codimension one hypersurfaces. Let x P ĂM be the base of the vector v P T 1M and
s0 P R such that x P BBξps0q. Each vector t∇ybξpo, yquyPBBξps0q points to ξ and
is perpendicular to BBξps0q. This defines a submanifold of T
1ĂM passing through
v, the so-called strong stable submanifold at v; it will be denoted by W sspvq. A
similar construction defines the strong unstable submanifold at v, which we denote
by W supvq. The strong (un)stable foliation is the foliation whose leaves are the
strong (un)stable manifolds. One can characterize the points lying in W sspvq and
W supvq by the following conditions:
W sspvq “ tw P T 1ĂM : lim
tÑ8
dpgtv, gtwq “ 0u.
W supvq “ tw P T 1ĂM : lim
tÑ´8
dpgtv, gtwq “ 0u.
For every γ P IsopĂMq we have that W sspγvq “ γW sspvq, andW supγvq “ γW supvq.
This implies that both foliations descend to T 1M . Observe that W sspgtpvqq “
gtpW
sspvqq, and W supgtpvqq “ gtpW
supvqq; the geodesic flow preserves both folia-
tions.
Definition 9 (Geometric potential). We define the geometric potential or unstable
jacobian by the formula
F supξq “ ´
d
dt
ˇˇˇˇ
t“0
log det dgt|W su pξq,
where the determinant of dgt is computed with respect to an orthonormal basis
(using the Riemannian metric g) of the unstable subspace at ξ.
The study of the geometric potential for (transitive) Anosov diffeomorphisms
and flows is a classical subject (see [Sin], [B4], [BR]). In those cases the equilibrium
state of the geometric potential corresponds to the SRB measure. We will need the
following result.
Theorem 7. [PPS, Theorem 7.2] Let ĂM be a simply connected pinched negatively
curved manifold. Moreover assume that the derivatives of the sectional curvature
are uniformly bounded. Then the geometric potential F su is Ho¨lder continuous.
It is proven in [Kli, Theorem 3.9.1] that if pM, gq satisfies the pinching condition
´a2 ď Kg ď ´b
2 ă 0, then we have
´pN ´ 1qa ď F supvq ď ´pN ´ 1qb,(3)
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where N is the real dimension of M and v P T 1M (here Kg stands for the sectional
curvature of pM, gq). We emphasize that inequality (3) follows from a local com-
putation: it is also true that if the sectional curvature of an open set Z Ă M lies
in r´a21,´b
2
1s, then for every v P T
1Z we have
´pN ´ 1qa1 ď F
supvq ď ´pN ´ 1qb1.
Inequality (3) also implies that for every invariant probability measure µ and t ě 0
we have
hµpgq ´ tpN ´ 1qa ď hµpgq ` t
ż
F supvqdµpvq ď hµpgq ´ tpN ´ 1qb.
By the definition of the topological pressure it follows that
htoppgq ´ tpN ´ 1qa ď P ptF
suq ď htoppgq ´ tpN ´ 1qb.
The following remark is a consequence of the local nature of inequality (3), and
inspires the computations done in Section 5.
Remark 3. Define U “ F su ` pN ´ 1q. Assume that
´p1`
1
N ´ 1
Mq2 ď Kg ď ´p1`
1
N ´ 1
Lq2,
on an open set W of M . Then
´pN ´ 1qp1`
1
N ´ 1
Mq ď F supvq ď ´pN ´ 1qp1`
1
N ´ 1
Lq,
for every vector v P T 1W . Equivalently ´M ď U ď ´L.
It worth mentioning that under the assumptions of Theorem 7 Ruelle’s inequality
holds (see [Riq]). More precisely we have that
hµpgq ď ´
ż
F sudµ,
for every µ PMpgq. In other words P pF suq ď 0. If M has finite volume, then the
equilibrium state of the geometric potential is the Liouville measure (see [Riq]).
3. Pressure map and SPR potentials
In this section we will collect some useful information concerning the pressure
map of potentials that vanish at infinity. We start with the definition of such
potentials.
Definition 10. We say that a continuous potential F vanishes at infinity if for
every ǫ ą 0, there exists a compact set K Ă T 1M such that supxPKc |F pxq| ă ǫ.
The space of continuous potentials vanishing at infinity is denoted by C0pT
1Mq.
From now on we will focus on the geometrically finite case. The following two
definitions will be very important in this paper.
Definition 11 (Topological entropy at infinity). Let M be a geometrically finite
manifold. We define the topological entropy at infinity of the geodesic flow as
δ8 “ sup
P
δP ,
where the supremum runs over the parabolic subgroups of π1pMq.
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Definition 12 (SPR potentials). A potential F P C0pT
1Mq is called strongly
positive recurrent (SPR for short) if P pF q ą δ8.
The following result was recently obtained in [RV].
Theorem 8. Let M be a geometrically finite manifold. Let pµnqn be a sequence of
ergodic invariant probability measures converging to µ in the vague topology, and
F P C0pT
1Mq. Then
lim sup
nÑ8
phµnpgq `
ż
Fdµnq ď }µ}phµ{|µ|pgq `
ż
Fdµ{|µ|q ` p1 ´ }µ}qδ8.
We remark that if µ is the zero measure, then the right hand side is understood
as δ8. A simple consequence of Theorem 8 is the following result.
Corollary 1. Assume the hypothesis of Theorem 8. Let F P C0pT
1Mq be a SPR
potential. Then F admits an equilibrium state.
Proof. Let pµnqn be a sequence of ergodic probability measures such that
hµnpgq `
ż
Fdµn ą P pF q ´
1
n
.
We will assume that pµnqn converges in the vague topology (otherwise take a sub-
sequence). Let µ be the vague limit of the sequence pµnqn. By Theorem 8 we have
that
P pF q “ lim sup
nÑ8
ˆ
hµnpgq `
ż
Fdµn
˙
ď |µ|phµ{|µ|pgq `
ż
Fdµ{|µ|q ` p1´ |µ|qδ8
ď |µ|P pF q ` p1´ |µ|qδ8.
Assume for a second that µ is not a probability measure, then we get
|µ|P pF q ` p1´ |µ|qδ8 ă P pF q,
which leads to a contradiction. We conclude that µ is a probability measure. Finally
we obtain
P pF q ď hµpgq `
ż
Fdµ,
which implies that µ is an equilibrium state of F . 
We remark that for Ho¨lder potentials this result also follows from a combination
of Theorem 4, Theorem 6 and Lemma 1. A more refined statement, whose proof is
identical to the one of Corollary 1, is our next result.
Theorem 9. Let M be a geometrically finite manifold and F P C0pT
1Mq. Let
pµnqn be a sequence of ergodic invariant probability measures such that
lim
nÑ8
`
hµnpgq `
ż
Fdµn
˘
“ P pF q.
Then the following statements hold.
(1) If F is SPR, then pµnqn converges in the weak-* topology to an equilibrium
state of F .
(2) Suppose that F does not admit any equilibrium state. Then pµnqn converges
vaguely to the zero measure. In this case we have P pF q “ δ8.
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(3) Suppose that F does admit an equilibrium state. Then the accumulation
points of pµnqn lies in the set
ttµ : t P r0, 1s and µ is an equilibrium state of F u.
We remark that if F is Ho¨lder continuous, then F has at most one equilibrium
state (see Theorem 3). In particular if F P C0pT
1Mq is SPR and Ho¨lder, then any
sequence of ergodic probability measures satisfying
lim
nÑ8
`
hµnpgq `
ż
Fdµn
˘
“ P pF q,
must converge to the unique equilibrium state. Another important consequence of
the SPR property is the following result (compare with [RV, Proposition 5.8]).
Theorem 10 (First derivative of the pressure). Let M be a geometrically finite
manifold and F P C0pT
1Mq a SPR Ho¨lder potential. For every G P CbpT
1Mq the
following holds
d
dt |t“0
P pF ` tGq “
ż
GdµF ,
where µF is the equilibrium state of F .
Proof. Let µ0 be the equilibrium state of F and for every t ‰ 0 we choose an ergodic
probability measure µt such that
hµtpgq `
ż
pF ` tGqdµt ě P pF ` tGq ´ t
2.
Observe that
P pF ` tGq ´ P pF q ď
`
hµtpgq `
ż
pF ` tGqdµt ` t
2
˘
´
`
hµtpgq `
ż
Fdµt
˘
“ t
ż
Gdµt ` t
2.
Similarly
P pF ` tGq ´ P pF q ě
`
hµ0pgq `
ż
pF ` tGqdµ0
˘
´
`
hµ0pgq `
ż
Fdµ0
˘
“ t
ż
Gdµ0.
In particular for t ą 0 we getż
Gdµ0 ď
P pF ` tGq ´ P pF q
t
ď
ż
Gdµt ` t,
and the reversed inequality for t ă 0. We now claim that pµtqt converges in the
weak-* topology to µ0 as t goes to zero. First observe that
P pF ` tGq ´ t2 ď hµtpgq `
ż
pF ` tGqdµt ď P pF ` tGq,
therefore
lim
tÑ0
ˆ
hµtpgq`
ż
Fdµt
˙
“ lim
tÑ0
ˆ
hµtpgq`
ż
pF ` tGqdµt
˙
“ lim
tÑ0
P pF ` tGq “ P pF q.
Since F is Ho¨lder we know that µ0 is the unique equilibrium state of F . We now
use Theorem 9 to conclude that pµtqt convergues in the weak-* topology to µ0 as
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t goes to zero. As a consequence we obtain that limtÑ0
ş
Gdµt “
ş
Gdµ0. This
together with the inequalities above give us that
d
dt |t“0
P pF ` tGq “
ż
Gdµ0.

The following two simple facts will be constanly used in this paper. For com-
pleteness we provide their proofs (see [RV]).
Lemma 1. Let M be a geometrically finite manifold and F P C0pT
1Mq a Ho¨lder
continuous potential. Then for every maximal parabolic subgroup P of π1pMq we
have δF
P
“ δP .
Proof. Pick a reference point x P M that belongs to the region of the manifold
where the cusp is standard, i.e. where it looks like the quotient of a horoball by the
maximal parabolic subgroup P . We will moreover assume that x belongs to the re-
gion of the cusp where |F | ă ǫ. Using the convexity of the horoballs we get that the
Poincare´ series of P based at x can be bounded below by
ř
pPP exp p´ps` ǫqdpx, pxqq,
and above by
ř
pPP exp p´ps´ ǫqdpx, pxqq. This implies that |δ
F
P
´δP | ă 2ǫ. Since ǫ
was arbitrary we conclude the lemma. We remark that since F is Ho¨lder continuous
the behaviour of the Poincare´ series is independent of the base point. 
Lemma 2. Let M be a geometrically finite manifold and F P C0pT
1Mq a Ho¨lder
continuous potential. Then P pF q ě δ8.
Proof. Lemma 1 implies that δP “ δ
F
P
, for every maximal parabolic subgroup P of
π1pMq “ Γ. It follows from the definition of the Poincare´ series and the inclusion
P Ă Γ that δF
P
ď δF
Γ
. Since F is Ho¨lder continuous we know that P pF q “ δF
Γ
(see
Theorem 3). Finally we conclude that
δ8 “ sup
P
δP “ sup
P
δFP ď δ
F
Γ “ P pF q.

The following result was obtained in [RV, Theorem 5.7].
Theorem 11 (Pressure map for positive potentials in C0pT
1Mq). Let M be a
geometrically finite manifold. Then the pressure map of a positive Ho¨lder potential
F P C0pT
1Mq verifies the following properties:
(1) for every t P R we have that P ptF q ě δ8
(2) the function t ÞÑ P ptF q has a horizontal asymptote at ´8, that is
lim
tÑ´8
P ptF q “ δ8.
Moreover, if tF :“ sup tt ď 0 : P ptF q “ δ8u, then
(3) for every t ą tF the potential tF has an equilibrium state, and
(4) the pressure function t ÞÑ P ptF q is differentiable in ptF ,8q, and it verifies
P ptF q “
#
δ8 if t ă tF
strictly increasing if t ą tF ,
(5) If t ă tF then the potential tF does not have an equilibrium state.
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In this paper we will deal with potentials that are not necessarily positive. If
the potential F is non-negative, then we have a similar description of the pressure
map. The only difference is that the limit
lim
tÑ´8
P ptF q “ A,
does not need to be equal to δ8 (by Lemma 2 we know that A ě δ8). We finish
this section with the definition of phase transition that we will use in this paper.
Definition 13 (Phase transition for the geodesic flow). We say that a potential
F exhibits a phase transition at t0 if there exists ǫ ą 0 such that P ptF q has an
equilibrium state for t P pt0, t0 ` ǫq, but it does not have for t P pt0 ´ ǫ, t0q (or vice
versa). A potential F exhibits a phase transition if it exhibits a phase transition for
some t0 P R.
As mentioned in the introduction our best result concerning the regularity of
the pressure map is Theorem 10, so we can not define phase transitions in terms of
points where the pressure map is not real analytic (as in the symbolic case).
4. Phase transitions
In this section we will prove Theorem 1. We start with a modification of [DOP,
Theorem C].
Proposition 1. Suppose we have a parabolic subgroup P and a hyperbolic isometry
h such that P and H “ xhy are in Schottky position. Denote by Γk the group
generated by P and xhky, and define Mk “ ĂM{Γk. Let F : T 1M1 Ñ R be a bounded
Ho¨lder potential for which pP , F q is of convergence type and δF
P
ą 0. Suppose thatş
γ
F “ 0, where γ is the periodic orbit associated to h. Denote by Fn the lift of F to
T 1Mn. Then there exists N0 such that if n ě N0, then pΓn, Fnq is of convergence
type, and δF
P
“ δFn
Γn
.
The heart of the proof of [DOP, Theorem C] is the following elementary fact about
Hadamard manifolds. Given D ą 0, there exists C “ CpDq ą 0 such that for every
geodesic triangle with vertices x, y, z, and angle at z bigger than D, then
dpx, yq ě dpx, zq ` dpz, yq ´ C.
We begin with an analogous inequality that the Gibbs cocycle CF,ξpx, yq satisfies.
Lemma 3. [PPS, Lemma 3.4] Let F be a Ho¨lder potential such that ||F ||0 ă B.
Then for every r ą 0, for all x, y P ĂM and ξ P OxBpy, rq we have
|CF,ξpx, yq `
ż y
x
rF | ď Lpr, Bq,
for certain uniform constant Lpr, Bq. Here OxBpy, rq Ă B8ĂM denotes the set of
end points of geodesic rays emanating from x that intersect Bpy, rq.
In the inequality above we are using the Gibbs cocycle defined in Section 2. In
the proof of Proposition 1 we will use that CF,ξpx, yq is an additive cocycle, more
precisely, that
CF,ξpx, yq ` CF,ξpy, zq “ CF,ξpx, zq.
Proof of Proposition 1. SinceH and P are in Schottky position we can find UP , UH ĂĂM Y B8ĂM so that
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(1) P˚pB8ĂMzUPq Ă UP .
(2) H˚pB8ĂMzUHq Ă UH .
(3) UH X UP “ H.
Fix x P M over the axis of h so that x R UH Y UP . As a consequence of the Ping
Pong Lemma we have that Γ is isomorphic to the free product H ˚ P . By the
comments above Lemma 3 and the fact that UH X UP “ H, we know that there
exists a positive constant C such that for every y P UH and z P UP we have
dpy, zq ě dpx, yq ` dpx, zq ´ C.(4)
Applying inequality (4) and the inclusions described in (1) and (2) we obtain
dpx, p1h
kn1 ...pjh
knjxq ě
ÿ
i
dpx, pixq `
ÿ
i
dpx, hknixq ´ 2jC,
where ni P Z
˚, k ‰ 0 and pi P P
˚. Let B be a bound for F , i.e. ||F ||0 ă B.
Choosing ξ outside UP Y UH and r big enough we can apply Lemma 3. Thenż hnx
x
rF ` ż px
x
rF “ ż phnx
px
rF ` ż px
x
rF ě ´2Lpr, Bq ´ CF,ξpx, phnxq
ě ´3Lpr, Bq `
ż phnx
x
rF .
This immediately generalize toż p1hkn1 ...pjhknjx
x
rF ď p2j ` 1qLpr, Bq `ÿ
i
ż hknix
x
rF `ÿ
i
ż pix
x
rF .
Define l “ dpx, hxq. By the choice of x we have that dpx, hNxq “ |N |l, and sinceşhx
x
rF “ 0 we also have şhNx
x
rF “ 0. Finallyÿ
nPZ˚
exp
ˆż hknx
x
p rF ´ sq˙ “ ÿ
nPZ˚
expp´s|n|lkq “ 2
expp´slkq
1´ expp´slkq
.
For simplicity we will bound the expression
P˜ psq “
ÿ
jě1
ÿ
piPP˚,miPZ˚
expp
ż p1hkn1 ...pjhknjx
x
p rF ´ sqq.
A bound for P psq follows identically, but here we have more symmetry. Using the
inequalities above we obtain
(5)
P˜ psq ď
ÿ
jě1
¨˝
e2pC`Lpr,Bq`1q
ÿ
nPZ˚
exp
ˆż hknx
x
p rF ´ sq˙ ÿ
pPP˚
exp
ˆż px
x
p rF ´ sq˙‚˛j .
Taking k big enough we can ensure the right hand side of (5) to be convergent
at s “ δF
P
. In particular δF
P
ě δFk
Γk
, which immediately implies δFk
Γk
“ δF
P
. Inequality
(5) also implies the convergence property of the pair pΓk, Fkq. 
Remark 4. Let th1, ..., hlu be a collection of hyperbolic isometries and denote by Hi
the group generated by hi. Suppose that the subgroups tH1, ..., Hl,Pu are pairwise
in Schottky position (as in the definition of extended Schottky, but allowing P to
have bigger rank). Moreover, assume that the integral of F over the closed geodesic
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associated to each hi vanishes. Define Γn as the group generated by P and the
elements thn1 , ..., h
n
l u . The proof of Proposition 1 can be modified to conclude that
for big enough k we have
δFP “ δ
Fk
Γk
,
and that pΓk, Fkq is of convergence type. For simplicity we will state our results
only for the case treated in Proposition 1, but we emphasize that everything works
identically under the hypothesis of this remark.
The next proposition is very important for us, it provides the family of potentials
for which we will have phase transitions. In Section 5 we will use ideas from the
proof of Proposition 2 to modify the metric at the cusp of a hyperbolic manifold, in
order to achieve phase transitions for the geometric potential. Recall that pP ,´F q
is of convergence type if the sumÿ
pPP
exp
ˆ
´
ż px
x
rF ´ δ´F
P
dpx, pxq
˙
,
is finite.
Proposition 2. Let M be a geometrically finite manifold. There exists a Ho¨lder
potential F0 satisfying the following properties:
(1) F0 P C0pT
1Mq,
(2) F0 is positive near the cusps,
(3) pP ,´F0q is of convergence type for every maximal parabolic subgroup P of
π1pMq.
Proof. We will define F0 in a neighborhood of each cusp, and then we will extend
F0 to the rest of the manifold in a Ho¨lder continuous way (making sure that F0 P
C0pT
1Mq). Pick a maximal parabolic subgroup P of π1pMq, and denote by ξ P
B8ĂM to its fixed point. There exists a neighborhood U of the cusp associated to P
which is isometric to Bξpq0q{P , for big enough q0. Recall taht π : T
1M ÑM is the
canonical projection. Pick a reference point x P BU . For w P U we define pdpwq “ q,
if πpwq P BBξpq ` q0q{P . We say that the geodesic γ : ra, bs Ñ T
1M has height H
if
max
tPra,bs
pdpγptqq “ H.
For l ă L, define
Spl, Lq “ tp P P : l ă dpx, pxq ď Lu.
By the definition of critical exponent, for every ǫ ą 0 there exists a real number
Cpǫq so that ÿ
pPSpCpǫq,8q
expp´pδP ` ǫqdpx, pxqq ă ǫ
2.
We define a sequence pAnqn inductively as follows: let A1 “ Cp1q, and An`1 “
maxpAn`1, Cp1{nqq. By construction the sequence of real numbers pAnqn is strictly
increasing and satisfies ÿ
pPSpAn,8q
expp´pδP ` 1{nqdpx, pxqq ă
1
n2
.
We define Hn as the maximum height of the geodesic segments rx, pxs, where p
runs in SpAn, An`1q. With the heights pHnqn we construct a sequence pBnqn by
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declaring B1 “ H1, and inductively define Bn`1 “ maxpBn ` 1, Hn`1q. Define a
function f on V “ pd´1prB1,8qq Ă U , by the following expression
fpxq “
#
´pdpxq ` 1{n´Bn if x P pd´1prBn, Bn ` 1{n´ 1{pn` 1qsq
1{pn` 1q if x P pd´1prBn ` 1{n´ 1{pn` 1q, Bn`1sq.
Let F : T 1V Ñ R, be the composition of the projection from T 1V to V and
f . We do the same construction for each cusp in M . Using these functions at the
cusps and any Ho¨lder continuous extension to the rest of the manifold (making sure
that F0 P C0pT
1Mq), we obtain our Ho¨lder continuous potential F0. We will now
check that F0 satisfies the properties described in Proposition 2. It follows from
the construction of f that F0 goes to zero through the cusps. By Lemma 1 to get
that δ´F0
P
“ δP . It only remains to check that pP ,´F0q is of convergence type for
every maximal parabolic subgroup P of π1pMq. Observe that if p P SpAn, An`1q,
then rx, pxs has height at most Hn, in particular at most Bn. Because of the way
we defined the function f we obtain that if p P SpAn, An`1q and v P T
1rx, pxs, then
F0pvq ě
1
n
. In other words, for p P SpAn, An`1q we haveż px
x
F0 ě
dpx, pxq
n
.
Finally
ÿ
pPSpA1,8q
exp
ˆ
´
ż px
x
F0´δPdpx, pxq
˙
“
8ÿ
n“1
ÿ
pPSpAn,An`1q
exp
ˆ
´
ż px
x
F0´δPdpx, pxq
˙
ď
8ÿ
n“1
ÿ
pPSpAn,An`1q
exp
ˆ
´
1
n
dpx, pxq ´ δPdpx, pxq
˙
ď
8ÿ
n“1
ÿ
pPSpAn,8q
exp
ˆ
´
ˆ
1
n
` δP
˙
dpx, pxq
˙
ď
8ÿ
n“1
1
n2
,
which is finite.

Remark 5. Since the numbers pBnqn can be arbitrarity far apart, we interpret the
decay of F through the cusp associated to P as ‘very slow’.
Definition 14. A potential G belongs to the family Fs if the following conditions
are satisfied.
(1) G P C0pT
1Mq,
(2) G is positive in a neighborhood of the cusps of M ,
(3) pP ,´Gq is of convergence type for every maximal parabolic subgroup P of
π1pMq.
The elements in Fs are called potentials going slowly to zero through the cusps of
M . The class of non-negative potentials in Fs is denoted by F
`
s .
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The family Fs is not empty because of Lemma 1. We remark that the family Fs
is quite big: if F P Fs and G is a Ho¨lder potential in C0pT
1Mq satisfying G ě F in
a neighborhood of the cusps, then G P Fs. We now proceed to prove Theorem 1.
The statement of our next result is more involved that Theorem 1, but it has the
advantage of being more precise. Our manifolds are geometrically finite with one
cusp, in particular δ8 “ δP . As in Theorem 11 we use the notation
tF “ suptt : P ptF q “ δPu.
Theorem 12. Let P be a divergence type parabolic subgroup and h a hyperbolic
isometry such that xhy and P are in Schottky position. Define Γn as the group
generated by P and xhny. Let Mk “ ĂM{Γk, and F1 : T 1M1 Ñ R a potential in the
class F`s . Assume that
ş
γ
F1 “ 0, where γ is the periodic orbit associated to h. Let
Fn be the lift of F1 to T
1Mn, and N0 be the constant provided by Proposition 1 for
F “ ´F1. Then for n ě N0 we have:
(1) tFn P r´1, 0q.
(2) The potential tFn has an equilibrium state for t ą tFn .
(3) The potential tFn does not have an equilibrium state for t ă tFn .
In conclusion, the pressure map of Fn exhibits a phase transition at t “ tFn . More-
over, the pressure map is differentiable in p´8, tFnqYptFn ,8q. With respect to the
behaviour at t “ tFn we have two possibilities:
(4) If the potential tFnFn does not have an equilibrium state, then the pressure
map is differentiable everywhere.
(5) If tFnFn has an equilibrium state, then the pressure map is not differentiable
at t “ tFn .
We remark that since P is of divergence type, then the geodesic flow on Mn has
a measure of maximal entropy (a consequence of Theorem 4 and Theorem 6).
Figure 1: Phase transition for F1 P F
`
s
t
P ptFnq
‚δΓn
‚
δP
‚
´1
‚
tFn
Proof. Since the covering map Mk Ñ M1, is one to one in a neighborhood of the
cusp associated to P we get that the potential Fn belongs to C0pT
1Mnq. This
implies that δP “ δ
tFn
P
(see Lemma 1). Since Fn is non-negative, the pressure map
t ÞÑ P ptFnq is non-decreasing. It follows from Corollary 1 that for t ą tFn there
exists an equilibrium state for tFn, and from Theorem 10 that the pressure map
is differentiable in ptFn ,8q. By assumption P is of divergence type, then Theorem
4 gives us δ8 “ δP ă δΓn “ P p0q. We conclude that tFn ă 0. Since F1 P F
`
s we
know that pP ,´F1q is of convergence type. Notice that each Fn lifts to the same
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potential on T 1ĂM , in particular the Poincare´ series of pP ,´Fnq is independient
of n. It follows that pP ,´Fnq is of convergence type for every n ě 1. By the
choice of N0 (see Proposition 1) we know that δ
´Fn
P
“ P p´Fnq, for every n ě N0.
We can conclude that δ8 “ P p´Fnq; this immediately implies that tFn ě ´1.
Moreover, by Hopf-Tsuji-Sullivan-Roblin theorem there is not equilibrium state for
the potential ´Fn (since pΓn,´Fnq is of convergence type; see [PPS, Theorem 1.8]).
Since P ptF q ě δ8 (see Lemma 2) we can conclude that the pressure map is constant
in p´8, tF q. We will now check part (3). Suppose there exists t P p´8, tFnq such
that tFn has an equilibrium state, say µt. Recall that by definition of the family
F`s , the potential Fn is non-negative and positive in a neighborhood of the cusp
associated to P . Since the support of µt contains some portion of the cusp we
conclude that
ş
Fndµt ą 0. Observe that for every t
1 ą t we have
δ8 “ hµtpgq ` t
ż
Fndµt ă hµtpgq ` t
1
ż
Fndµt.
This implies that for t1 P pt, tFnq we have P pt
1Fnq ą δ8, which is a contradiction.
We conclude that the potential tFn does not have an equilibrium state for t ă tFn .
This proves part (3). We now proceed to prove part (4) and part (5). First suppose
that tnFn does not have an equilibrium state. Let µt be the equilibrium state of
tFn, for t ą tFn . Observe that
lim
tÑt`
Fn
ˆ
hµtpgq ` tFn
ż
Fndµt
˙
“ lim
tÑt`
Fn
ˆ
hµtpgq ` t
ż
Fndµt
˙
“ lim
tÑt`Fn
P ptFnq “ P ptnFnq.
By Theorem 9 we conclude that pµtqt converges vaguely to the zero measure as t
goes to tFn . In particular
lim
tÑt`
Fn
ż
Fndµt “ 0.
By Theorem 10 we know that the derivative of the pressure map of Fn at t, for
t ą tFn , is given by
ş
Fndµt. We conclude that the pressure map is differentiable
at t “ tFn , and that the derivative at that point is equal to zero. This proves
part (4). Now assume that tnFn has an equilibrium state, and denote it by µtFn .
As in the proof of part (4) we will denote by µt the equilibrium state of tFn, for
t ą tFn . The same argument used in the proof of part (4) allows us to conclude
that
ş
FndµtFn ą 0. The left hand side derivative of the pressure map at t “ tFn
is clearly equal to zero. We will prove that the right hand side derivative of the
pressure map at t “ tn is equal to
ş
FndµtFn . As observed in part (3) we know that
lim
tÑt`Fn
ˆ
hµtpgq ` tFn
ż
Fndµt
˙
“ P ptnFnq.
Theorem 9 allows us to conclude that every vague limit point of pµtqt as t goes
to tFn , must be of the form λµtFn (for some λ P r0, 1s). We now claim that pµtqt
actually converges to λµtFn (for a fixed λ). The convexity and differentiability of
the pressure map in ptFn ,8q implies that the limit
lim
tÑt`Fn
ż
Fndµt “ A,
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exists. If λµtFn is a limit point of pµtqt as t goes to tFn , then we must have
A “ λ
ş
FndµtFn . We conclude that there is at most one possible choice for λ,
and that the sequence of measures is convergent. Observe that the right hand side
derivative of the pressure at t “ tFn is equal to A “ λ
ş
FndµtFn . In particular, it
is less than or equal to
ş
FndµtFn . Define
Lptq “ hµtFn
pgq ` t
ż
FndµtFn .
Observe that P ptF q ě Lptq, and that P ptnF q “ Lptnq. The convexity of the
pressure map implies that the right hand side derivative at t “ tFn is at leastş
FndµtFn . We conclude that the right hand side derivative of the pressure at
t “ tFn must be equal to
ş
FndµtFn . We remark that since A “
ş
FndµtFn , we
necessarily have λ “ 1. In other words, the sequence pµtqt converges to µtFn as t
goes to tFn .

Remark 6. Suppose the potential F satisfies the following additional property:
pP ,´F q is of convergence type and pP , tF q is of divergence type for t ą ´1. In
this case we can ensure that for every t ą ´1 the potential tFn is SPR; this implies
that tFn “ ´1. Moreover, at t “ ´1 the potential tFn does not have an equilibrium
state. By part (4) of Theorem 12 we get that the pressure map is differentiable
everywhere.
Remark 7. If the potential tnFn has an equilibrium state, then the pressure map
exhibits a first order phase transition (using Ehrenfest classification). In this case
the first derivative of the pressure develops a singularity. If the potential tnFn
does not have an equilibrium state, then it is reasonable to expect that some higher
order derivative of the pressure map should develop a singularity. In the context of
countable Markov shifts, Sarig investigated the relation between critical exponents
and abnormal fluctuations (see [S4]). It is a very interesting project to try to prove
analogous result to those in [S4] for the geodesic flow on a pinched negatively curved
manifold.
We will briefly discuss what happen if we only assume F P Fs, i.e. we allow F
to take negative values. As before we will assume that M has only one cusp. First
suppose that for every µ P Mpgq we have
ş
Fndµ ě 0. Then Theorem 10 and the
convexity of the pressure map implies that t ÞÑ P ptFnq, has the same description
as the one of a potential in F`s . As explain in the paragraph after Theorem 11
we need to be a bit careful here, in general we can not immediately conclude that
limtÑ´8 P ptF q “ δ8. In our case this issue does not apply: our construction
ensures that for some t we have P ptF q “ δ8. If there exists µ P Mpgq such thatş
Fndµ ă 0, then the set
J “ tt P R : P ptFnq “ δ8u,
is a compact interval. Observe that for t P RzJ the potential tFn is strongly positive
recurrent and therefore admits an equilibrium state. We claim that if t P intpJq,
then tFn does not have an equilibrium state. Suppose that for some t P intpJq
there exists an equilibrium state for tF , say µt. If
ş
Fndµt ą 0, then for t
1 ą t we
have
δ8 “ hµtpgq ` t
ż
Fndµt ă hµtpgq ` t
1
ż
Fndµt.
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In particular if t1 P J and t1 ą t, then P pt1F q ą δ8. Similarly, if
ş
Fndµt ă 0, then
for t1 ă t we have
δ8 “ hµtpgq ` t
ż
Fndµt ă hµtpgq ` t
1
ż
Fndµt.
In particular if t1 P J and t1 ă t, then P pt1F q ą δ8. We conclude that
ş
Fndµt “ 0
(otherwise we contradict the definition of J). Since µt is an equilibrium state for
tFn we have
δ8 “ P ptFnq “ hµtpgq ` t
ż
Fndµt “ hµtpgq.
Observe that
ş
Fndµt “ 0 and hµtpgq “ δ8 implies that µt is an equilibrium state
for sFn, for every s P J . Since by construction ´Fn does not have an equilibrium
state, and ´1 P J , we conclude that the measure µt can not exist. We remark
that potentials with this description of the pressure map (see Figure 2) can be
constructed in a similar fashion to those in Theorem 12. For instance suppose that
F1 is negative in the complement of a neighborhood of the cusp and identically
zero on γ (the geodesic associated to the hyperbolic generator h). If we take a
closed geodesic that wrap around the lift of γ to Mn a large number of times
(the geodesic represented by phnk for big k works) we get an invariant measure
with negative integral against Fn. As mentioned in the paragraph below Definition
14, if F P Fs and t ą 1, then tF P Fs. In particular, given M ą 1, there
exists N1 “ N1pM,F q such that the following holds: for every n ě N1, the pairs
pΓn,´MFnq and pΓn,´Fnq are of convergence type and have critical exponent
δ8 “ δP . In particular (by the convexity of the pressure map) J contains the
interval p´M,´1q. A similar argument allows us to construct potentials such that
J contains any compact subset of p´8, 0q.
Figure 2: Phase transition for F P Fs
t
P ptF q
‚δΓ
‚
δPJ
‚
tF
‚
In light of this discussion we have the following definition.
Definition 15 (Types of phase transition). A Ho¨lder potential F P C0pT
1Mq
exhibits a phase transition of type A if the graph of the pressure map looks like
Figure 1. A potential F exhibits a phase transition of type B if the graph of the
pressure map looks like Figure 2.
Type A and B phase transitions represent basically all types of phase transitions
for Ho¨lder potentials in C0pT
1Mq.
Remark 8. The manifolds pMnqn constructed in Theorem 12 are all diffeomorphic
to M1. It is a well known fact that every parabolic subgroup of IsopH
N q is of
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divergence type: we can verify the hypothesis of Theorem 12 if pĂM, gq is isometric
to HN .
A concrete situation where Theorem 12 applies is given in the following corollary.
Corollary 2. Let M be a thrice-punctured sphere. We can endow M with a com-
plete hyperbolic metric for which it is possible to construct Ho¨lder potentials exhibit-
ing phase transitions (as described in Theorem 12). By Remark 4 the same holds
if M is a k-punctured sphere and k ě 3.
5. Phase transitions for the geometric potential
In this section we will modify the metric at the cusp of a hyperbolic manifold
in such a way that the geometric potential exhibits a phase transition. Since F su
is not a potential that goes to zero through the cusps of the manifold, to apply
the techniques developed in previous sections we need to consider a normalization.
From now on we will assume that our manifold has real dimension N .
Definition 16. We define the normalized unstable jacobian as the function
U “ F su ` pN ´ 1q.
Our goal is to prove that under certain conditions U exhibits a phase transition,
just as the potentials in Theorem 12. The construction starts with the hyperbolic
spaceHN . It is convenient to think in the half space model, i.e. the space RN´1ˆR`
with coordinates px1, ..., xN´1, x0q and metric
ds2 “
1
x2
0
pdx21 ` ...` dx
2
N´1 ` dx
2
0q.
To simplify notation we denote px1, ..., xN´1, x0q “ px, x0q. In this model we have
a preferent point at infinity, we denote this by ξ8 P B8ĂM . We will modify the
hyperbolic metric in a neighborhood of ξ8. It will be convenient to consider the
diffeomorphism HN Ñ RN taking px, x0q to px, logpx0qq. In this model the hyper-
bolic metric takes the form g “ e´2tdx2 ` dt2. For a positive function T : R Ñ R,
we define the Riemannian metric
gT “ T ptq
2dx2 ` dt2.
The sectional curvature of gT has value ´pT
2ptq{T ptqq for the planes generated
by xB{Bxi, B{Bxjy and value ´pT
2ptq{T ptqq2 for those generated by xB{Bxi, B{Bty.
Define
Kptq “ ´
T 2ptq
T ptq
.
Bounds on Kptq clearly imply bounds on the curvature of gT . The lines t ÞÑ px, tq
are still geodesics and any isometry of RN´1 acts isometrically on pHN , gT q, where
the action is given by A.px, tq “ pApxq, tq. Observe that translations act transitively
in Ht “ tpx, tq : x P R
N´1u. This two basic observations and the definition
of the Busemann function are enough to conclude that Ht are the horospheres
associated to ξ8. For a function constant on horospheres we will use the notation
F ptq “ F px, tq. In this section the height of a segment will be the maximum value of
the t coordinate over the segment. Suppose we have a surjective, strictly increasing
function u : p0,8q Ñ R. We can define T “ T puq by the equation
T puptqq “ 1{t.
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In this context we will use o “ p0, up1qq as reference point. Let p be a translation
in RN such that dpo, poq “ 1. It is proven in [DOP, Section 3] that there exists a
uniform constant C such that
|dT po, p
noq ´ 2up|n|q| ď C.
It will be important for us the fact that C only depends on the pinching of the
sectional curvature of pHN , gT q. Using the symmetry of our metric we can also
conclude that
|tn ´ up|n|qq| ď D,
where tn is the maximum height of the geodesic segment ro, p
nos. Similarly to
what happened with C, the constant D only depends on the pinching of the metric.
From now on D and C will be the constants associated to a metric with pinching
´p1{3q2 ě Kg ě ´2
2. Observe that
Kpuptqq “ ´
2tu1ptq ` t2u2ptq
pu1tq3
,
“ ´
1` 2tϕ1ptq ` t2ϕ2ptq
p1` tϕ1ptqq3
,
“ ´
g1ptq ` tg
1
1ptq
g1ptq3
,
“ ´pg2ptq ´
t
2
g12ptqq,
where we have made the substitutions
uptq “ logptq ` ϕptq; g1ptq “ 1` tϕ
1ptq and g2ptq “
1
g1ptq2
.(6)
5.1. Construction of a special metric at the cusp. We will start by construct-
ing a function g2 satisfying several properties. Using (6), this will give us a function
u and therefore a metric on RN .
Define an`1 “ p1 `
1
pN´1qn q
2, bn “ 1 ´ p2an ´ 1q
´ 1
2 and cn “ pan´1 ´ anq. For
n ě 2 we choose kpnq P N such that
exp
ˆˆ
1
n
`
1
2
˙
D
˙ ÿ
|k|ěkpnq
exp
ˆ
´
ˆ
1
2
`
1
n
˙
2 logp|k|q
˙
ď
1
n2
.
Without loss of generality we can assume that pkpnqqn is strictly increasing. We
will define a sequence ppnqn so that the conditions below are satisfied. We do this
by induction, i.e. the choice of p1, ..., pn will determine pn`1. For n ě 2 define
∆n “ pn ´ pn´1.
(1) The sequence
ˆ
cn
∆n
˙
is a strictly decreasing.
(2) bn logppn`1q ě ´bn logppnq `
řn´1
i“2 bi logppi`1{piq, for n ě 3.
(3) p1 ´ 2bnq logppn`1q ě logpkpn` 1qq, whenever 1´ 2bn ą 0.
(4) limnÑ0
pncn
∆n
“ 0.
For n ě 2 define the line connecting the points ppn, anq and ppn`1, an`1q as Jn.
We could have assumed that p2 is big enough compared to p1 so that J2p0q ď 2,
we will do assume that. Define the intervals In “ rpn´1, pns. We will construct a
C8 function g2 : R
` Ñ R satisfying the following properties:
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(1) For t P In and n ě 3 we have that 2an´1 ´ 1 ě g2ptq ě an.
(2) g22ptq ě 0 ě g
1
2ptq, for t ě 2.
(3) g2ptq ´
t
2
g12ptq P r1{3, 2s, for all t P R
`.
(4) For t P In and n ě 3 we have g2ptq ´
t
2
g12ptq ě an.
(5) g2ptq “ 1, for t ă 1.
Observe that pg2 ´ pt{2qg
1
2q
1 “ g12{2´ pt{2qg
2
2 , so the condition g
2
2 ě 0 ě g
1
2 implies
that g2ptq´pt{2qg
1
2ptq is non-increasing. Notice that if 0 ě g
1
2, then g2ptq´
1
2
tg12ptq ě
g2ptq. In particular, if g2 ě an, then the same holds for g2ptq ´
1
2
tg12ptq. We now
explain how to construct g2. First define J0 : R
` Ñ R as J0ptq “ supně2 Jnptq.
Now define
Jptq “
"
1, if t P p0, 1s
mintJ0ptq, tu, if t ě 1
The function J is not smooth, but we can smooth out J in a neighborhood of the
nodes to obtain a smooth function J˚ (as close to J in the C8 topology as needed).
When t ě 2 we can assume that J˚ ě J and that J˚ is convex decreasing. The fact
that J˚ can be taken convex on that region comes from the condition (1) in the
definition of ppnqn. We remark that the choice of p2an´1 ´ 1q as the upper bound
of g2 is done just to get room for this perturbation (notice 2an´1 ´ 1 ą an´1). We
finally set g2 “ J
˚. Define a function ϕ (up to additive constant) by the equation
ϕ1ptq “ pg
´1{2
2
´ 1q{t.
First observe that g2 ě 1, implies that 0 ě ϕ
1. For n ě 3 and t P In we have
2an´1 ´ 1 ě g2ptq, therefore ϕ
1ptq ě ´bn´1{t. Since pbnqn is a positive decreasing
sequence we actually have that ϕ1ptq ě ´bn´1{t, for every t ě pn´1. Then for
n ě 3, and t ě pn`1 we get
ϕptq ´ ϕpp2q “
n´1ÿ
i“2
ż pi`1
pi
ϕ1psqds`
ż t
pn
ϕ1psqds
ě
n´1ÿ
i“2
ż pi`1
pi
´
bi
s
ds`
ż t
pn
´
bn
t
ds
“ ´
n´1ÿ
i“2
bi logppi`1{piq ´ bn logptq ` bn logppnq
ě ´bn logppn`1q ´ bn logptq
ě ´2bn logptq.
We will normalize ϕ so that ϕpp2q “ 0. Observe that by making the pi’s even
bigger we obtain that limtÑ8 ϕptq “ ´8. We will make that assumption. Finally
define u : R` Ñ R, by the equation
uptq “ logptq ` ϕptq.
By definition of ϕ1 we have that u1 “ 1
t
`ϕ1ptq “
g
´1{2
2
t
, therefore u is surjective and
strictly increasing (recall g2 ď 2). As commented at the beginning of this section,
a function with the properties of u determine a function T “ T puq and therefore a
metric gT . We now pick the reference point o “ p0, up1qq and a parabolic isometry
such that dpo, poq “ 1. We will now state a number of observations which will lead
to the proof of Theorem 2.
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Observation 1: The formula Kpuptqq “ ´pg2ptq ´ pt{2qg
1
2ptqq, and property (3)
in the definition of g2 implies that K P r´2,´
1
3
s In particular the curvature of the
metric gT satisfies the pinching
KgT P r´4,´
1
9
s.
Observation 2: Hypothesis (4) in the definition of the sequence ppnqn, and the
calculation of J˚ptq ´ 1
2
tpJ˚q1ptq on the intervals In gives us that
lim
tÑ8
Kptq “ ´1.
For big enough t, Kptq increases to ´1. Remark 3 implies that the function U goes
to zero as t goes to infinity. Moreover, it implies that U is negative in a neighbor-
hood of ξ8.
Observation 3: By property (4) in the definition of g2 we know that for t ď pn`1,
we have
Kpuptqq ď ´an`1.
Combining this and Remark 3 we get that for every t ă uppn`1q, we have that
Uptq ď ´ 1
n
.
Observation 4: Using hypothesis (3) in the definition of the sequence ppnqn and
the lower bound for ϕptq we get
logpkpn` 1qq ăp1´ 2bnq logppn`1q
ă logppn`1q ` ϕppn`1q “ uppn`1q.
Lemma 4. There exists m P N such that for every n ě kpmq and |k| ď kpn ` 1q,
the function U is at most ´ 1
n
on the geodesic segment ro, pkos.
Proof. It follows from Obs. 1 that if |k| ď kpn` 1q, then the height of ro, pkos is
at most upkpn ` 1qq `D. For n big enough this is less than logpkpn ` 1qq. Using
Obs. 4 we conclude that if |k| ď kpn ` 1q, then the height of ro, pkos is at most
uppn`1q. Finally Obs. 3 gives us that U ď ´
1
n
on the geodesic segment ro, pkos if
|k| ď kpn` 1q. 
Lemma 5. The critical exponent of P “ xpy is equal to 1{2. Moreover, P is of
divergence type.
Proof. As explained in [DOP, Section 3], the Poincare´ series of P for the metric gT
is equivalent to the series ÿ
nPZ
expp´2sup|n|qq.
Observe that for every ǫ ą 0 there exists a natural number N such that if n ě N ,
then we have ϕpnq ą ´ǫ logptq. In particularÿ
něN
expp´2sup|n|qq ď
ÿ
něN
expp´2sp1´ ǫq logp|n|qq.
If sp1 ´ ǫq ą 1{2, then the right hand side converges. This implies that for every
ǫ ą 0 the following inequality holds: δP ď
1
2p1´ǫq . On the other hand for big n we
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have upnq ă logpnq. Thenÿ
nąN 1
expp´2s logp|n|qq ă
ÿ
nąN 1
expp´2sup|n|qq.
Since the critical exponent of the left hand side is 1{2 (and of divergence type)
we get the inequality δP ě 1{2. We conclude that δP “ 1{2, and that P is of
divergence type.

Lemma 6. The pair pP , Uq is of convergence type with respect to the metric gT .
Proof. We denote by dT the distance function induced by gT . Combining Lemma
4 and the definition of kpnq we get the inequalityÿ
|k|ěkpmq
exp
ˆż pko
o
U ´
1
2
dT po, p
koq
˙
“
ÿ
něm
kpn`1q´1ÿ
k“kpnq
exp
ˆż pko
o
U ´
1
2
dT po, p
koq
˙
ď
ÿ
něm
kpn`1q´1ÿ
k“kpnq
exp
ˆ
´
ˆ
1
n
`
1
2
˙
dT po, p
koq
˙
ď
ÿ
něm
kpn`1q´1ÿ
k“kpnq
exp
ˆ
´
ˆ
1
n
`
1
2
˙
p2up|k|qq
˙
exp
ˆˆ
1
n
`
1
2
˙
D
˙
ď
ÿ
k“1
1
k2
.
Obs. 2 and Lemma 1 implies that δP “ δ
U
P
and then by Lemma 5 we know that
the series above is exactly the Poincare´ series associated to pP , Uq. This finishes
the proof of the lemma. 
5.2. Construction of the family tMn,mun,m. We have now all the ingredients
to construct the Riemannian manifold announced in Theorem 2. We will use the
notation introduced at the beginning of this section. We start with pRN , ghypq,
where ghyp is the hyperbolic metric, and the function u constructed in Section 5.1.
We choose a hyperbolic isometry h (for the hyperbolic metric) so that H “ xhy is
in Schottky position with respect to P “ xpy. We moreover assume that the axis
of h has height smaller that up1{2q. Define Γ as the group generated by p and h
and let M “ RN{Γ. The closed geodesic associated to h is denoted by γ “ γh.
We can ‘cut’ the cusp associated to P above height up1{2q and replace it by the
cusp endowed with the metric gT . This is possible because gT is the hyperbolic
metric on the region tpx, tq : t ă up1qu. We have constructed a new Riemannian
metric g onM . We lift the metric to the universal cover; this is our new Hadamard
manifold pĂM, gq. We will check that the Riemannian manifold pM, gq satisfies the
properties announced in Theorem 2. Since the geometric structure has change
we will be careful with our notation. The generator of the parabolic subgroup of
IsopĂM, gq corresponding to the cusp is denoted by p˚ and h˚ is the hyperbolic
isometry associated to the closed geodesic γ in M . The group generated by p˚ is
denoted by P˚ and the group generated by h˚ is denoted by H˚. The geometric
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potential of M is denoted by F su, and its normalization by U (see Definition 16).
As before, we will organize the relevant information in a couple of observations
and lemmas. It will be convenient to define Q “ ´U . We start with the following
definition.
Definition 17. We denote by Γn,m the group generated by h
n
˚ and p
m
˚ . Let Mn,m
be the covering of M associated to the subgroup Γn,m of Γ. The lift of a potential
G on T 1M to T 1Mn,m is denoted by Gn,m.
Observation 5: The closed geodesic γ lies in the region where g is hyperbolic.
This implies that U and Q vanish along γ.
Observation 6: Since F su is locally defined in terms of g and every local struc-
ture is preserved under taking coverings, we conclude that F sun,m is the geometric
potential of Mn,m.
Observation 7: The potential Q vanishes at infinity and it is positive in a neigh-
borhood of the cusp associated to P˚. This follows directly from Obs. 2.
Lemma 7. The pair pP˚,´tQq is of convergence type for every t ě 1.
Proof. The reference point used in the proof of Lemma 6 lies in the piece of M
coming from pRN , gT q. Since horoballs are convex it follows that dT “ d on that
region. This implies that the series estimated in Lemma 6 is exactly the Poincare´
series associated to P˚, which implies that pP˚,´Qq is of convergence type. By
the construction of g2 we know that Q is positive above height up2q (see Obs. 7).
Change the reference point to o1, a point with height up2q. By convexity of this
region and the definition of g2 we get that ´t
şpko1
o1
Q ď ´
şpko1
o1
Q, for every t ě 1.
Plugging this into the Poincare´ series of ´tF and ´F implies the lemma. 
The idea now is to apply Theorem 12 to the potential Q “ ´U . Lemma 7 and
Obs. 7 implies that Q belongs to the class Fs. Despite that Q is not non-negative,
by Obs. 5 and the discussion at the end of Section 4, we know that Fn exhibits
a phase transition for sufficiently big n. This is not a very satisfactory answer,
one would like to know which type of phase transition we encountered, either type
A or type B phase transition. By the construction of the modified metric at the
cusp, a phase transition of type B seems unlikely to occur. Since we are not able
to completely rule out that case, we present an argument to justify that a type
A phase transition is always possible to construct. As before, we denote by rQ to
the lift of Q to the universal cover of M . Denote by ξ P B8ĂM to the parabolic
fixed point of P˚. By construction of g2 we know that there exist real numbers s
and L such that rQ is negative precisely at vectors whose base lies in the interior of
BξpsqzBξps ` Lq and it is zero for vectors with base in MzBξpsq. It follows easily
from this fact that there exists m0 such that if m ě m0, thenż g.o
o
rQ ą 0,(7)
for every g P Γ1,m, in particular for every g P Γn,m. It follows from the definition
of the Poincare´ series and the fact that Q goes to zero through the cusp of M (see
Obs. 2), that if the pair pΓn,1,´Qn,1q is of convergence type with δ
´Qn,1
Γn,1
“ δP ,
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then the same holds for pΓn,m,´Qn,mq. Moreover, if m ě m0, then inequality
(7) and the definition of the Poincare´ series implies that if pΓn,m,´Qn,mq is of
convergence type with δ
´Qn,m
Γn,m
“ δP , then the same holds for pΓn,m,´tQn,mq, for
every t ě 1. Combining Obs. 6 and the discussion above we conclude that Qn,m
admits a phase transition of type A for big enough n and m.
5.3. Conclusions. In Section 5.2 we constructed a family of geometrically finite
negatively curved manifolds Mn,m (see Definition 17) for which Qn,m exhibits a
phase transition of type A if n and m are big enough. Since
tQn,m “ ´tF
su
n,m ´ tpN ´ 1q,
the existence of an equilibrium state for tQn,m is equivalent to the existence of
one for ´tF sun,m. Just as in Theorem 12, there exists tn,m P r´1, 0q such that
tQn,m has an equilibrium state for all t ą tn,m, and there is not equilibrium state
for t ă tn,m. We remark that F
su
n,m does not admit an equilibrium state since
pΓn,m,´Qn,mq “ pΓ, F
su
n,m ` pN ´ 1qq is of convergence type. It is clear from
the construction that Mn,m are extended Schottky manifolds. By Lemma 5 we
know that P˚ and xp
n
˚y are of divergence type, then using Theorem 4 we obtain
δxpn˚y ă δΓn,m . We conclude that the geodesic flow on Mn,m has a measure of
maximal entropy. All this together gives us the following result.
Theorem 13. Each Mn,m is an extended Schottky manifold and F
su
n,m is the geo-
metric potential of Mn,m. Suppose that n and m are sufficiently large. Then there
exists sn,m P p0, 1s such that the following holds:
(1) tF sun,m has an equilibrium state for t ă sn,m.
(2) tF sun,m does not has an equilibrium state for t ą sn,m.
(3) The pressure map is linear in psn,m,8q.
t
P ptF sun,mq
‚δΓn,m
Figure 3: Phase transition for P ptF sun,mq
‚
‚
sn,m “ ´tn,m
‚1
2
´ sn,mpN ´ 1q
As mentioned in Remark 4 we could have done the same construction for an
extended Schottky manifold with one parabolic and arbitrary number of hyperbolic
generators (modulo taking big powers of the parabolic and hyperbolic generators).
Combining Remark 8 and the proof of Theorem 13 we obtain the following result.
Corollary 3. Let M be a k-punctured sphere with k ě 3. We can endow M with
a complete Riemannian metric with pinched negative sectional curvature, such that
the geometric potential exhibits a phase transition of type A. Moreover, the geodesic
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flow of M has an unique measure of maximal entropy, and the Riemannian metric
is hyperbolic outside a neighborhood of one of the punctures.
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